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Local News

Centre announces central varsity, IIT setup in Orissa

New Delhi/Bhubaneswar: Ending the prolonged demands of the Orissa government, the Centre
on Friday finally announced that the state will have an Indian Institute of Technology and a
Central university.

Briefing newsmen in New Delhi, Union HRD minister Arjun Singh said that the location of the new
higher education institutions has been approved by prime minister Manmohan Singh.

Meanwhile, expressing his satisfaction over the announcement, chief minister Navin Patnaik said
that the Centre has finally acceded to the demands of the state government.

He, however, said that that the Centre has decided to exclude the state from having its first ever
Indian Institute of Management.

The Union HRD minister, during the press briefing said that the Centre has decided to establish
four new IITs and six IIMs in various states besides upgrading some of the state universities to
the status of Central Universities.

While the new IITs would be located in Orissa, Madhya Pradesh (Indore), Gujarat and Punjab, the
IIMs would come up in Tamil Nadu, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh (Raipur),
Uttarakhand and Haryana.

These new institutions would be part of the eight IITs and seven IIMs proposed to be set up
during the 11th Five Year Plan. 

The Centre has already announced establishment of four IITs in Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar
and Himachal Pradesh and one IIM at Shillong.

In addition, he said the government proposed to convert the Institute of Technology of the
Banaras Hindu University into an IIT. Admission to this Institute was already based on the
IIT-Joint Entrance Examination.

Singh said it is also proposed to establish during the 11th five-year plan period 14 Universities
with world-class standards and 16 universities in states that do not have a Central University at
present.

Singh said the establishment of new IITs, IIMs and Central Universities was subject to state
governments offering adequate land at suitable locations and free of cost. 

The 14 Central Universities aiming at world-class standards would be located in Pune, Kolkata,
Coimbatore, Mysore, Visakhapatnam, Gandhinagar, Jaipur, Patna, Bhopal, Kochi, Amritsar,
Bhubaneswar, Greater NOIDA and Guwahati.

The locations have been decided keeping in mind the connectivity and the infrastructure that such
universities would need, he said.

The state governments would be requested to identify adequate land in or near the selected
cities, Singh said adding the contour and shape of such world-class universities would be defined
shortly.

To a question whether the decision to set up these new institutions was based on political
considerations, Singh said that the Centre has decided on them after taking everything into
consideration.

Dismissing a suggestion that Kerala has been left out in the exercise, he said the southern state
has got a Central University and a world-class university. 

It is not correct that Kerala is left high and dry, he said.
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   Markets

 
Sensex 16371.29
Rs / $ 40.43
Gold(10gms)Rs11600.0

Silver(1kg)
Rs
24000.00

 

 
   Today's Poll

 
Do you think that the Orissa
Assembly Speaker Maheswar
Mohanty should resign in
response to the sexual
harassment charges brought
against him?

Yes No Can't Say

Vote
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Never explain your friends do
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